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Merle and Larry Markus have been accustomed to giving for nearly as long
as they can remember. Now, through a legacy gift, they plan to continue
giving when they themselves are remembered.
Early memories of giving: Larry recalls his early

“My parents always put money in the pushke (donation box)”, said
Merle. “There were quite a number of years when they were hardpressed financially, but they always found something to contribute
to the Jewish community.” Merle, like Larry, was involved in Jewish
youth groups, including BBYO, and later, joined Hadassah as a
lifetime member. She later made her husband, two sons, daughter and
daughter-in-law lifetime members or associates of Hadassah.

Larry was soon motivated to get involved in raising money for the
Jewish Community Council and its United Jewish Appeal (UJA). “As
teenagers, a group of us were assigned to call on home addresses in
the community to raise funds,” said Larry. “I also gave money myself
from my allowance and odd jobs.” It wasn’t much, he remembers,
but it made him feel good to emulate his folks. At this same time he
attended the Jewish Young Men’s and Women’s Association (now the
JCC) where he had the opportunity to meet and mix with other
Jewish teens.

Paying it forward: After decades of supporting Jewish

connections to giving: When he was a teenager, he’d help his father
make deliveries for his father’s print shop. One of his dad’s customers
was the Rochester Jewish Community Council (later renamed the
Jewish Community Federation). Larry recalls making deliveries to
Elmer Lewis, then the executive director, who left a strong impression
on Larry.

organizations, Larry and Merle began to think about how to continue
giving generously through retirement and beyond.

While in dental school, Larry joined a Jewish dental fraternity, Alpha
Omega, and upon returning to the Rochester area, he joined the local
alumni chapter. “The Federation asked the dentists of Alpha Omega
to volunteer in the annual fundraising and I rose thru the ranks and
found myself chairman of the fraternity Dental Division and later
chairman of the Professional Division” explained Larry.
Merle, who grew up in Brooklyn, similarly recalls her parents’
lifelong focus on giving tzedakah and the importance of giving in her
childhood home.

“We’re not millionaires, so we were looking for a way to give while still
having access to the money we might need to live during retirement
years, when we thought about our life insurance. Our kids and
grandkids are grown and doing well, thankfully, so we made the
decision last spring to donate a life insurance policy, with our kids’
approval, as a legacy gift to the Foundation of the Jewish Federation,”
explained Larry.
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Why I give: Q&A with
Mona Friedman Kolko
Why I started giving: My parents left grinding

poverty, hunger and pogroms in Eastern Europe for “the goldene
medina.” Yet, they always set aside money for tzedakah, even while
struggling to earn a living, learn English, and to start a family.
If someone told me that tzedakah is somehow “genetically” transmitted, I’d believe it. It’s been part of
my heart and soul ever since I was a young child; my parents were my first role models. Coins into the
JNF blue boxes of my youth became donations to Federation as a young adult and young mother. It felt
good, meaningful and natural. This has been my modus operandi ever since. To join with like-minded and
generous women on our philanthropic journeys is one of my favorite ways to travel!

“We’ve given to Jewish
organizations our whole
lives,” said Merle, “This is
just a continuation.”

Now, decades later and more sophisticated and informed about the multitude of ways to think about my
charitable giving, the opportunities inherent in a donor-advised fund (DAF) made sense to me. My instinct
that this was something I could do was bolstered by the wise counsel of my financial advisor.

Giving milestones: I started my first DAF, the Mona Friedman Kolko Family Fund, in 2006. In

2012, I created a DAF for each of my grown children—my daughter Jill Friedman Rosen in Philadelphia,
and my son Marty Friedman in San Francisco. They chose to keep their funds housed at the Foundation
of the Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester. In 2018, on a special birthday, I surprised our four older
grandchildren—Sam, Josh, Sofia and Sarah—who then ranged in age from almost 17 to 21, each with his/
her own DAF. Even though we don’t live close to each other, we meet on Facetime video for them to share
with each other and me what programs and organizations they are thinking about supporting. To say that
it’s gratifying to see them diligently researching philanthropic organizations and determining what to fund
doesn’t begin to touch how proud I am of them.

LIFE & LEGACY PARTNERS:
Britton Road Cemetery Association
Chabad Lubavitch
Congregation Beth Shalom
Derech HaTorah of Rochester
Hillel Community Day School
Jewish Family Service
Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester
Jewish Senior Life Foundation
Louis S. Wolk Jewish Community Center
ORA Academy
Talmudical Institute of Upstate of New York
Temple Beth El
Temple Sinai

Together,
we are a
stronger
Jewish
community.

Something I appreciate about DAFs: I love the ease with which I can make grant requests

not only to help support my annual Federation giving; but to sprinkle grants to other Jewish and secular
organizations, locally and nationally. Along with the myriad of people with stock portfolios, it’s been a great
opportunity to deliver appreciated securities into my DAF, to grow its corpus while using the growth to
make some larger grants to organizations whose work I admire.

Favorite quote: “I would like to think that someday, when our dreams have been fulfilled, they will
say that it was women giving of their ideas and resources that made the difference.” – Golda Meir

“If someone told me that tzedakah is
somehow “genetically” transmitted, I’d
believe it. It’s been part of my heart and
soul ever since I was a young child; my
parents were my first role models.”

The Foundation of the Jewish Federation is about you and the causes you hold most dear.

Your dreams. Your passion. Your legacy. What will be your legacy?
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“It reflects who he was and what he
cared about. He would have been proud.
We certainly are.”
On honoring Mort Skirboll’s
memory: A Q&A with Bunny Skirboll
Remembering Mort: In April 2020, Mort Skirboll, my beloved husband of 59 years, passed away

from COVID complications. He cared deeply about the Jewish community and, in his will, left a legacy gift
to the Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester. In thinking about how to best honor Mort’s legacy, my children
Stephen and Lisa and I decided to earmark, decided to earmark that legacy gift to endow and establish the Annual
Mort Skirboll Lecture on Anti Semitism. Given the uncertainty of the pandemic, we are in the midst of planning for
the inaugural event.

Why we chose this way to honor Mort’s memory: Mort and I moved to Rochester in the 1960s, and since that time, have

actively supported the Federation. Over the past 40 years, we have been involved in many community organizations and programs, and deeply felt
that we wanted to give back to this community. This became a significant priority of ours, and in particular, was extremely important to Mort.
He was deeply connected to his Jewish identity and to the Rochester community, as well as to our Jewish community in Sarasota.

Why Anti-Semitism: In seeking to honor Mort’s memory and his wishes to contribute substantially to the Rochester community, our family

felt that combatting anti-Semitism would best reflect Mort’s priorities and interests. He was concerned about rising anti-Semitism on college campuses
and combatting the BDS movement. Anti-Semitism was more covert than overt while Mort and I were growing up, but sadly that has changed. When
the Holocaust Museum in Washington, DC opened 20 years ago, we brought a group of Federation leaders to visit. At the time, we told ourselves:
“This couldn’t happen now.” But these past few years, as anti- Jewish sentiment has grown, our fears and concerns have grown too.
In 2019, Mort and I attended an American Jewish Committee
meeting in Washington. We revisited the Holocaust Museum
at that time, and were especially moved by an exhibit about
America’s passivity during the Holocaust. Mort was very affected
by that and felt that we as a country could have done so much
more. Our family is hoping that this annual lecture will be his
lasting contribution to educating our community and acting to
combat anti-Semitism. It reflects who he was and what he cared
about. He would have been proud. We certainly are.

Why I give:
Q&A with
Deborah Zeger
Why I started giving: My mother, Iris

Newman z”l, worked at national UJA when I was
growing up. When I was in college she sent me on
a trip to Poland, Romania and Israel that left a
major impact on me. Jews living behind the Iron
Curtain couldn’t express or practice their Judaism
in the open. To go from those countries to Israel was
such a stark contrast. Right before my mom died at age
59 in 2000, she told me she’d always wanted to be a Lion
of Judah. When she was gone, I started a Lion of Judah
endowment (LOJE) to fulfill her vision.

On becoming a Lion of Judah: I am not of particularly significant means and

was initially concerned about whether I could commit to an annual gift of $5,000, but it was
important to me to endow that gift in my mom’s memory. She taught me to be a person who cares
about others and who makes philanthropic gifts to the very best of my ability. I also believe my
mom knew that she was connecting me through LOJE to other women who had the same values.
I think she knew that even though she couldn’t be here, I’d still be mentored by these women. It’s
very meaningful. I am deeply proud that I’ve been able to do it.

Something I appreciate about the Lion of Judah Endowment:
I like giving one gift to Federation though LOJE that helps to support Israel, Jews around the
world, and community organizations in Rochester.

What this means to my family: We’ve taken on this commitment as an extended

family. My father Irving Newman, who recently passed away, and my brother Stephen, and of
course my husband Mark, have committed to funding our commitment together. Our shared
commitment to LOJE honors my mother’s philanthropic priorities, and sets an example for our
children who are now young adults about what’s important to me. They make gifts in their own
names now in addition to what my brother, and Mark and I contribute together.

Lion of Judah

A charitable contribution from an IRA
When planning your IRA withdrawal strategy, you may want to consider making charitable donations through
a Qualified Charitable Donation (QCD), which is a direct transfer of funds from your IRA payable to a qualified
charity. QCDs may be counted toward satisfying your required minimum distributions (RMDs) for the year, as long
as certain rules are met.

Can I make a QCD?
While many IRAs are eligible for QCDs—Traditional, Rollover, Inherited, SEP (inactive plans only),
and SIMPLE (inactive plans only)*—there are requirements:
• You must be 70½ or older to be eligible to make a QCD.
• They are limited to the amount that would otherwise be taxed as ordinary income.
This excludes non-deductible contributions.
• The maximum annual amount that can qualify is $100,000. This applies to the sum of QCDs
made to one or more charities in a calendar year.

Three ways to donate a life insurance policy to a charity:

1. Take out a new policy in the name of the charitable organization. You will receive a charitable tax receipt
for the cash value of the policy and for any premiums you pay.
2. Name the charity as the beneficiary of an existing policy. This is a good option if you already have a policy
that your family no longer needs for financial stability. At the time of your death, the charity will receive the
policy proceeds and your estate will receive the tax benefits.
3. Transfer ownership of an existing policy to the charity and receive a charitable tax receipt for the
cash value of the policy. If you owe annual premiums on the policy, you will still pay them, but you’ll
also receive tax receipts in the amount of your payments.

“Our shared
commitment to
LOJE honors
my mother’s
philanthropic
priorities, and sets
an example for
our children who
are now young
adults about what’s
important to me.”

A donor advised fund:
it is easy to establish
a fund for your
charitable giving
WHAT IS IT?
A Donor Advised Fund is a fund
established with The Foundation of the
Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester
for your charitable giving. It enables
you to recommend grants to any
qualified Jewish or other charity you
want to support.
HOW IT WORKS
You make a gift (minimum $5,000) of
cash or marketable securities to The
Foundation, and may keep adding
to the fund. You retain the right to
recommend charitable gifts from the
fund (both principal and income).
BENEFITS
You receive an income tax deduction
when you contribute to your fund,
not when the distributions are made
from the fund. This enables you to
make larger contributions to your fund
during years you need additional tax
savings, even if you do not plan on
recommending distributions until
future years.
If you make the contribution during
your lifetime, you should receive a
charitable income tax deduction and
pay no capital gains tax if the gift is
made with appreciated stock or other
property held for more than one year.
The money in your fund is pooled and
professionally invested, earning taxfree income. Your share of that income
is added to your fund, increasing the
impact of your gift on the community.

YOUR DREAMS.
YOUR PASSION.
YOUR LEGACY.
You may suggest grants that reflect
your interests and support most
Jewish or secular public charities in
Rochester or across the country and
your fund may be in your name or the
name of another individual you select,
establishing a lasting tribute.
You may designate your children
to make grants—now, or as your
successors—enabling your family
to carry on the tradition of giving
(tzedakah) that you have established.
By living generously, you can be
there for your family, your community
and the Jewish people—where and
whenever help is needed in the future.

WHAT WILL BE YOUR LEGACY?
For more information, contact
Eric Brandt at The Foundation of
the Jewish Federation of Greater
Rochester, 585-241-8625 or
ebrandt@jewishrochester.org.
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